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Over the next decade, two out of every three companies will face the challenge of their corporate
lives: redefining their core business. Buffeted by global competition and facing an uncertain
future, more and more executives will realize that they must make fundamental changes in their
core even as they continue delivering the goods and services that keep them in business
today.Unstoppable shows these managers how to look deep within their organizations to find
undervalued, unrecognized, or underutilized assets that can serve as new platforms for
sustainable growth. Drawing on more than thirty interviews with CEOs from companies such as
De Beers, American Express, and Samsung, it shows readers how to recognize when the core
needs reinvention and how to deploy the "hidden assets" that can be the basis for tomorrow's
growth.Building on the author's previous books, Profit from the Core and Beyond the Core, this
book shows how any company in crisis can transform itself to become truly unstoppable.
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Loyd Eskildson, “Excellent Information!. All businesses ultimately approach a natural limit to their
growth that demands change in strategy or even the core. How to make that change is what
"Unstoppable" is all about. Virtually all the success stories built their renewal on "hidden asses"
previously unrecognized or underutilized.Conversely, big bang transforming moves like AOL's
merger with Time-Warner are rarely made, and the odds of success low. Another example is
McKesson's move from drug distributor to medical information technology with the purchase of
HBO. None of the 15 most heralded big-bang transformations of the past ten years increased
market value over the period by greater than the stock market average increase; 11 decline, 7 by
more than 50%.Zook presents a model to determine where a company is and what its emphasis
should be vs. the sustainable growth cycle: 1)Focus - strengthen core differentiation, drive for
superior cost economics. 2)Expand into related adjacencies. 3)Redefine - build dependable new
forms of competitive differentiation, target profits of the future.Example: The New York Times by
1993 had plateaued at $126 million in profits. It then became a national paper by developing
new distribution channels outside New York, bringing profits to $539 million, and used increased
profits to buy strong regional papers like the Boston Globe. Next, the Internet and CNN etc.
brought the need to redefine itself. Unfortunately, neither the Times nor Zook had offered
successful answers. The Times did try charging for access to some content (aka "The Wall
Street Journal," which charges for any on-line access), but gave up - Zook should have laid out
the rationale for why the "Times" was correct or incorrect in that latter decision. Perhaps the
"Times" should simply sell out, such as General Dynamics largely did upon recognizing that
falling defense spending would create low future profits. (Are newspapers today's buggy-
whips?)CBS' reaction to CNN, G.M. to Toyota, KMart's to Wal-Mart, Xerox's initial to Canon, etc.
suggest that the emergence of a superior competitive model is difficult to objectively react to.
(Lower costs seem to always be a major part of the problem.) Zook, however, offers no insight -
see Clayton Christensen instead.Another general criticism - "Unstoppable" is often overly vague.
Example - "Frito-Lay has driven competitors away while continuously improving on cost, market
share, and ROI," without any information as to how this was done.Zook moves on telling us that
the typical industry has more than six competitors. The top two usually capture more than 75%
of the profit pool, and market leaders have nearly 2X the market-to-book ratio of followers, and
their success rate pursuing adjacencies within two steps of their core is also much higher (40%
vs. 17%). Strong leaders also have ore loyal customers (eg. Southwest Airlines 55% vs. Delta's
11%). Only about 10% of followers (#3 or lower ranking) moved up within a decade, while 30%
moved lower. Gainers did so either with a new product (eg. Sony's Play Station in video games)
or a low-cost model (Southwest Airlines or Amazon).Samsung was #1 in memory chips, but also
spread among numerous other businesses. Overall, its financial results were poor, and headed
down. It sold or shut-down 76 product-line, while its head-count fell about half. Samsung focused
on improving its memory business (eg. JIT, shorter design cycles). IBM triggered its business



renewal by boosting capabilities essential to the core hardware business - its "Integrated
Systems Services Corporation" that became larger than hardware by 2001. G.E.'s neglected
finance arm became a focus, made 170 acquisitions, and provided 35% of profits and two-thirds
of shareholder value. American Airlines' expansion of its SABRE reservation system, American
Express' broadening its card beyond travel, Apple's iTunes boosting demand for iPod - are other
examples. This entire section of Zook's book is invaluable.Variations in customer loyalty are
likely to indicate differing market segments.”

The book by Chris Zook has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 13 people have provided feedback.
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